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JABERF. GUBRIUM University of Florida
-

Family Responsibilityand Caregiving
in the QualitativeAnalysis of the
Alzheimer's Disease Experience

Following the trend of research on the caregiving
side of the Alzheimer's disease experience, field
data are presented in illustration of the interpretive dynamics of family responsibility. Four
features are addressed: social comparison, issue
contingency, family history, and kinship priority.
It is argued that qualitative analysis offers empirical lessons about family responsibility and
caregiver functioning that remain untaught by
other methods.

Research on the caregivers of Alzheimer's disease
(senile dementia) patients has come a long way in
a short time. In work coinciding with the rapid
growth of the Alzheimer's disease movement,
centered in the Alzheimer's Disease and Related
Disorders Association (ADRDA) and its emphasis
on self-help and family support, researchers have
examined, over a ten-year period, how the patient's impairment affects caregiver functioning
and the risk of patient institutionalization. Reflecting the trend of research in general, Gwyther
and George (1986) summarize the contributions of
papers from a recent symposium as (a) showing
the relative unimportance of the impairment for
understanding caregiver functioning and (b)
drawing attention to the heterogeneity of family
caregivers.
Department of Sociology, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
32611.

As far as impairment and caregiver functioning are concerned, researchers have documented
the complexity of the relationship. While they
continue to test hypotheses about the variables'
interrelationship (Deimling and Bass, 1986;
Deimling and Poulshock, 1985; Morycz, 1985;
Poulshock and Deimling, 1984; Zarit, Reever,
and Bach-Peterson, 1980; Zarit, Todd, and Zarit,
1986), their findings indicate that the felt burden
of caregiving has a logic separate from the degree
of impairment. For example, Zarit and associates
(1980) found that the caregiver's felt burden was
affected by his or her social support; the burden
was lessened by relatives visiting the dementia patient's household. Poulshock and Deimling (1984)
note that studies need to consider not only the impact of the objective impairment on the caregiver
but caregivers' subjective interpretations of impairment. Poulshock and Deimling (1984) and
Deimling and Bass (1986) point out that impairment should be discerned in terms of the different
ways it affects caregivers, distinguishing, say,
disruptive behaviors from cognitive deficits.
Concerning the heterogeneity of family caregivers, researchers are increasingly cautious not to
homogenize caregivers in the overall care equation. While some have studied the impact of
dementia on the family (Deimling and Poulshock,
1985; Seelbach and Sauer, 1977; Treas, 1977;
Zarit et al., 1980), others have indicated the importance of disaggregating family members.
Brody (1981), for one, reminds us that families do
not just continue to help their demented elders as
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a whole, as Shanas(1979a, 1979b)has so forcefully documented, but that certain family
members-especially those Brody calls "women
in the middle"-experiencecaregivingdifferently
from others. Johnsonand Catalano(1981, 1983)
havefurtherdescribedthe familycaregiverby taking familystatusinto accountin evaluatingelders'
supportsystems.They reportedthat impairment
affects a childlessmarriedelderdifferentlythan a
childlessunmarriedone. The adaptationof the
childlessmarriedleads to withdrawalfrom external social ties and greaterspousal involvement;
the childlessunmarriedadapt by means of longterm, extended family and friendshiplinkages.
Johnsonand Catalanoalso have alertedus to the
differentkinds of adaptivestrategiesused to adjust to the burdensof care:childrenare likelyto
engagein "distancing,"whilespousesfind themselvesprogressively"enmeshed"in the caregiving
relationship.
Following the trend of research,this article
considers how kindred enter into caregivers'
ongoing sense of responsibilityin caring for an
Alzheimer'spatient at home. It is argued that
while the complexitiesof family relationsaffect
the senseof responsibility,they are not staticfactors operatingto determinecaregiverfunctioning.
Rather, the interpretivedynamicsof caregivers'
concern with the family side of responsibility
servescontinuallyto articulatethe understanding
of caregiverfunctioning.The articlepresentsdata
to illustratehow the interpretationof familialfactors shapesthe meaningof responsibilityin caregiving.
APPROACH AND METHOD

In an anthropological study of the coping
strategies of older people, Wentowski (1981)
reversedthe waygerontologicalresearchersusually approachthe relationshipbetweensocial support and kinship bonds. Instead of comparing
familyand nonfamilynetworksfor theirpatterns
of support for elders, Wentowski asked how
systemsof supportiveexchangeaffect definitions
of kinship.She found, for example,that nonkin
helpersmayassumeresponsibilitiesoften assigned
to kin when the latterare unavailable,and that a
good shareof the nonkinhelpersandthosehelped
secure their relationship as close friends by
becoming fictive kin. An elder who feels her
neighbor to be "really more like a daughter"

engages the respectiveroles' rights and obligations. Regardingthe usualapproach.Sokolovsky
and Cohen (1978)have pointedout that the specificationof the part playedby supportnetworks
in older persons'functioning(e.g., Brody, Poulshock, and Maschiocchi, 1978; Lopata, 1975)
does littleto informus of how socialrelationships
are interpretedand used.
The studyreportedherekeptusageat the forefront of the analysisof familyresponsibilityand
caregiving,emphasizingthe interpretiveactivity
and circumstantial
conditionsthat bore on definitions of theirrelationship(cf. Gubrium,1988).As
Sokolovsky and Cohen suggest, usage tells us
more about what people do with so-calledfamily
factorsthanabouthow the factorsaffect or determine people's actions. The aim of the study was
to makeusagevisibleas a displayof the dynamics
of interpretation.In this presentationof the data,
the personsconcernedare shownin the processof
assigning meaning to the relationshipbetween
familyresponsibilityand caregiving.
The method follows from the approach.Participant observation and focused interviewing
provided the means of capturingthe dynamics
under consideration. As part of a continuing
study of the social organization of senility
(Gubrium, 1986), support groups for the caregivers of Alzheimer'sdiseasepatientshave been
observedin two citiesovera periodof threeyears.
One support group was sponsored by a day
hospitalfor Alzheimer'sdiseasepatients,being a
componentof its researchprogramon caregiver
functioning.ADRDAsponsored supportgroups
also were observed. In one city, participating
adult childrenand spouses were separatedinto
differentgroups;in the othercity, variousfamily
caregiversmet together. Throughoutthe fieldwork, caregiverswere interviewedperiodicallyin
both home and respitecare settings.
The study attemptedto maximizevariationin
the socialcompositionof the participatinggroups
and population.Supportgroups comprisedboth
member-facilitatedand professionallyfacilitated
leadership,and both didacticand self-helporientations. Participantsincluded male and female
caregivers,differentlyrelatedto patients, drawn
from a wide range of educationaland occupational backgrounds.BecauseAlzheimer'sdisease
victims tend to be elderly, the risk varyingwith
age, caregiversthemselveswere mostly middleagedor elderly.The Alzheimer'sdiseaseliterature
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suggested that the study population's social composition reflected its general counterpart. Still, it
was not so much representativeness that warranted the study's utility as it was the contribution
of its data to understanding the interpretive quality of responsibility and the data's related critique
of the prevailing static model of caregiver functioning.
In this article, attention centers on the discourse of family responsibility and caregiving.
The analysis highlights four features of related interpretive activity. First are the social comparisons that serve the interpretation of responsibility. Second is the place of issue contingency in
the evaluation of support. The third, family
history, concerns how traditional family understandings affect the assignment of member
responsibility. The fourth, kinship priority, shows
how multiple familial linkages with a member affect the definition of caregiving responsibility.
The analysis of the first two features serves as further commentary on the relative unimportance of
impairment for caregiver functioning; the analysis
of the second two draws attention to the dynamic
meaning of heterogeneity in family caregivers. All
references to persons and places are pseudonyms.
SOCIAL
COMPARISON
Kinship did not define responsibility as much as it
was used to interpret it comparatively. Field data
showed that the question of who was responsible
for the continued care of the Alzheimer's patient
did not settle on the caregiver's formal kinship
with the patient, or on its presumed obligations.
Nor was it directly evident how a caregiver's support served the caregiving function. Rather, the
interpretation of responsibility in relation to kinship was articulated through social comparisons.
In sharing their experiences, caregivers used
what they learned about kinship and support to
assign meaning to their own sense of responsibility. Time and again in the support groups studied,
it was evident that any network of kindred could
be defined as responsible against one standard of
comparison and irresponsible against another.
Consider the typical experience of a caregiving
husband I called Hal. He had been retired for
years before his wife, Sonia, began to show signs
of forgetfulness and confusion. She was diagnosed as having Alzheimer's disease. As her
symptoms worsened, Hal sought the help of his

four children in caring for Sonia at home. Living
nearby, the children organized a rotating system
of respite duty, each taking their mother into their
own homes for short stretches of time. One of the
children, a social worker, put Hal in contact with
a local support group for the caregivers of patients with Alzheimer's, which Hal eagerly joined.
From what Hal shared with others in the support group and from what he conveyed at home,
it appeared that he had a very responsible family
indeed. Several support group participants marveled at the way "everyone pitches in." Yet, while
Hal described what seemed to be a viable system
of support, he initially cast aspersion on the children's irresponsiblities. The degree of support he
received and reported in detail did not mean to
him that his children were showing adequate filial
concern.
In the course of attending the support group
meetings, Hal encountered the related experiences
of others. Some were similar to his, with various
family members dividing the burden of care.
Others differed, being networks of kindred who
kept contact with the caregiver but refrained from
participating in caregiving. It was evident in Hal's
continuing testimony and comments in support
group proceedings that he soon took the similarities and differences into account in evaluating his
own children's contribution to Sonia's care. Indeed, on one occasion, confirming what seemed
to be an emergent consensus over the benefits of
"good children," Hal tellingly recounted:
I'd have to say that my kids have been pretty
darn good to me. I know that I haven'talways
saidso and maybeI didn'tuse to thinkthat. But
when you see what you got, you have to be
thankfulfor your blessings.
Another participant, Marge, added:
That's right. You sure do have good kids. You
betterbelieveit too. Comparethem to my kids.
You'd think they'd stop in and see their father
sometimesor eventake him out somewhere.But
no, never. [Turnsto Hal] You can't complain,
Hal. You can't say that you've got it bad.
Hal responded:
I never said that they weren'tgood to me. It's
just, well, it's just that sometimesyou don't
know what you've got until you find out that
some of themare worseoff thanyou. That'sall.
Suremy kids are concerned.
Support group participants often detailed
others' contributions to their caregiving activities.
As they did so, they learned of the possible mean-
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ings of kinship and caring. As Hal did, they used
what they learned to define the place of their own
kindred in managing the burdens of caregiving. It
was not uncommon for participants to state that
they "saw things in a new light" or "in a different
way" when they learned of others' experiences.
Participants were regularly reminded of their own
changing views, in which case their earlier feelings
and attitudes became comparative standards of
judgment for later ones.
Not only were evaluations of individual family
responsibility embedded in comparisons of kindred, but a caregiver's own sense of filial responsibility was likewise articulated. A persistent question in the support groups concerned when "it's
time," referring to when it was time to decide to
end home care and initiate institutional placement. The phrase raised the portent of abandonment and filial irresponsibility, of loss and disloyalty.
As participants conveyed their thoughts and
feelings regarding nursing home placement, they
typically considered what kind of wives, husbands, sons, daughters, sisters, or brothers they
were. They formulated answers both in relation to
their individual life histories with the patient and
in comparison with each other. For example, in
one of the support groups, participants personally
knew of, and repeatedly matched themselves
with, someone who was said to be a "totally
selfless and devoted wife." The devoted wife
cared for her demented and vegetative husband at
home despite his no longer knowing her, being
bedridden, and his lack of control over bodily
functions. The devoted wife was cast as a virtual
martyr, the living exemplar of a truly responsible
spouse who, according to reports, would look
after the impaired husband "until the very end."
Participants who vowed to persist in caring for
a spouse at home often compared their marital
responsibility with that of the devoted exemplar.
Their proximity to this ideal was used to assign
meaning to their own kinship and responsibility.
As one wife remarked in such a comparison:
If it getsto thatpoint, I'll do whatI can,just like
her [the exemplar]I hope. If I can be even half
the wife she is, then I think I'll have done as
muchas anyonecould.
There was no shortage of positive exemplars
against which to evaluate the meaning of one's
kinship and to discern the substance and limits of
responsibility. Some, like the near-martyr, were

local standards of comparison. Others, like nowdeceased Rita Hayworth's caring daughter
Yasmin Aga Kahn, and Bobbie Glaze, both
renowned Alzheimer's caregivers and active in the
ADRDA, were nationwide celebrities recognized
and referred to in many support groups, local
ADRDA chapters, and chapter newsletters. Indeed, all caregivers served as exemplars as their
known or past experiences became momentary or
even legendary sources of personal comparison in
matters of kinship and responsibility.
With a change in usage, each positive exemplar-each ideal caregiving wife, husband,
adult child, or sibling-stood to be a negative
testament to one's experience. For example, on
one occasion in the preceding support group, the
wifely martyr was transformed into a negative
standard. One of the men attending, who cared
for his demented spouse at home, raised the question of whether caregivers who agonized over institutionalization weren't being too hard on themselves. He suggested that by comparing themselves to the ostensible martyr, they were attempting to do something that "very few of us mortals
could, really." As he explained:
Maybewe'rebeingunrealisticabout this. As far
as I'm concerned,I can't see myself doing that
for Vivian [his wife]. Very few of us mortals
could, really. It's not that I don't love her. It's
just that whenit's time, it's time. Therecomesa
point whereyou just haveto face facts. Theyget
to the point wherethey don't even knowyou. If
you ask me, I think Lorraine[themartyr]is denying the obvious-that her husbandis just an
empty shell. To keep on acting like he's still
there, to me, is not being realistic.When Vivian-God bless her-gets to that point, I'll just
have to let go. [His voice crackswith emotion.]
A change in the standard of judgment soon
cast what was formerly Lorraine's impressive devotion into unrealistic denial. Those in attendance
did not catapult wholesale into the acceptance of
the new way of thinking. But it was evident in the
discussion following that each participant's own
sense of familial responsibility was complicated by
how each chose to interpret Lorraine's activity
and alleged devotion.
The qualitative analysis of social comparison
in the interpretation of family responsibility and
caregiving did not, of course, deny the effect of
social support on the risk of institutionalization.
But it did reveal the effect's complex meanings,
showing how perceptions of support could vary
against a range of related considerations. It was
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one thing to know that, say, an Alzheimer'svictim has a livinghusbandto care for her at home
and that, accordingto pertinentstudies(cf. Johnson and Grant,1985:chaps. 3-4), the victimhas a
relativelylow risk of institutionalization.It was
quite anotherto concludethat the husbandwill
act like one, whateverthat might mean to those
concerned.Socialcomparisonfiguredsignificantly in sortingthis out.

ISSUECONTINGENCY

The interpretation
of responsibilityandcaregiving
also showed an "it depends" quality relatedto
particularcaregiving issues (cf. Gubrium and
Lynott, 1987). There were times when respondents expressedthis pointedly, reacting to inquiriesabout the degreeof theirpatient'simpairment or the factors that influenced their felt
burdenwith the phrase"it depends."Typically,
theyproceededto explainwhattheiropinionsand
related sense of responsibilitydependedon. At
times, the "it depends" quality was implicit.
When a respondentdetailed the importanceof
family support in caregivingat one point in
testimonyand citedits disadvantagesat another,I
was compelledeither to give credenceto an "it
depends"featureor concludethatthe respondent
was inconsistent. The context of responses
regularlysuggested the former, the issue contingencyof opinionand sentiment.
Considerthe finding that the felt burden of
caregivingis affected more by the social support
networkof the caregiverthanby the actualdegree
of impairment(Zaritet al., 1980). It is said that
caregiverswhosefamiliestakean activeinterestin
the burdensof care and, for example,routinely
visit the householdostensiblyfeel less strainthan
those withoutfamilycontact.One mightpresume
from this that familyvisitationlessensthe risk of
institutionalization.Yet a considerationof the
meaning of contact and visitation reveals that
"responsibility"discernedin this way can have
diverseinterpretations.
This was apparentin a caregiver's,Bernice's,
accountof the familyside of caringfor Peter,her
82-year-old,demented husband. Bernice was a
frequentparticipantin one of the supportgroups
studied. Her group participationand interview
data showed that, like others, caregivingissues
servedto define differentiallythe advantagesof

contactandvisitationfor her. Hersenseof advantage in havinga "supportive"networkdepended
on the issue or side of caregivingconsidered.
The physicaland functionalburdensof care
were discussed often in support groups. Caregiverscomparednotes and offeredeach othertips
on how to dealwithissuessuchas gettingthrough
the nightwithoutbeingawakenedby a wandering
patient. The need for help in managingactivities
of dailylivinglikedressingand feedingthe patient
and the desire for respite care were other concerns. Familyrelationsand supporttook on their
advantagesand disadvantagesaccordingto issue,
not generallyfrom the evaluationof the caregiving burdenor the familynetworkas a whole.
As othersdid, Bernicecomparedher own circumstances with coparticipants and acquaintances.Sherepeatedherbeliefthatas far as easing
the burdenof daily care was concerned,family
responsibilitywas imperative.Being responsible
was exemplifiedin many ways. It was said to be
evidentin the way Horace'sdaughters,for example, took turns coming into Horace's home to
help with household chores and the demented
wife's daily cares. It was obvious in the way
anotherAlzheimer'svictim, Catherine,who had
nevermarried,was a sharedburdenand wardof
hertwo sisters,who housedand boardedher. Bernice often commentedthat these were ways a
family should act; the specific comparisonsinformed her of the responsibilitiesof being kindred.
Bernicebelieved,too, thatherhusband'sfamily paled in comparison.She pointed out that it
was no wonderthat some caregivershad to "just
give up," meaning seeking a nursing home place-

ment for the patient. Concerningher own situation, Berniceonce explained:
Well, I'd neverplacehim [husband]in a nursing
home-just as long as I can take careof him on
my own. Believeyou me, though,it takesa lot of
willpowerand determination.If I had just half
the strengthI do, his families'lack of concern
would'vebeen devastating.You do wish they'd
come around and give you a hand once in a
while.

As far as the issue of such concretesupportwas
concerned, Bernice felt abandoned, her family
consideredtotallyirresponsible.As she noted, if it
were not for her personalresolve, her husband
would no doubt have been institutionalized.
Bernice's line of reasoning and sentiment
about familyresponsibilityreflectedthe available
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research wisdom up to a point. During a home interview, Bernice picked up on what she had
learned about the possible hereditary aspect of
Alzheimer's disease in complaining about the lack
of family involvement. Asked whether all family
members knew about her husband's Alzheimer's
diagnosis, Bernice responded:
Sure. Well, I think they do. But if I was his
brothersand sisters,let me tell you I'd be a heck
of a lot more interestedin it. Especiallywhen I
tell themit's a familialdisease.Causetheydon't,
you know. All they do is say, "Bern,you'redoing a good job," pat me on the back, and that's
that.
At the same time, Bernice reported that she "felt
bad" that the family didn't seem to care as much
as other families did. As she often conveyed in
support group sessions, she might appear not to
be bothered, but there were moments when she
got "real bummed out" about it, as she put it. If
the lack of concern continued too much longer,
she felt she might have to give up on her sick husband altogether.
Now compare Bernice's sentiment, opinion,
and possible action with their counterparts when
the question of family contact, responsibility, and
caregiver stress was entertained against the issue
of family interference. It was not unusual in the
support groups studied for the annoyances of
meddling children, siblings, and spouses to be
lamented as part of the stress of caregiving. A
facilitator once framed family responsibility in
this way:
Those are the kinds of dynamicsyou get when
familiesareinvolved.Eachone is concernedthat
he or she is not beingfamily-like.Theyall try to
get in on the action ... you know, for the good
of thepatient.Butwhathappensis thattheystart
gettingon each other'snerves.They can't leave
well enough alone. But they can't get involved
too much, either,and that makestrouble.
Like others, Bernice herself had considered the
matter, both in her support group and in personal
testimony. When she did, her comments and
sentiments about family contact were at considerable odds with what she expressed when the issue
addressed was concrete caregiving. Indeed, on
one occasion, she asserted that she was glad that
John, her demented husband, had the kind of
family he did, one that stays clear and never
bothers to interfere in caregiving. Bernice
reported that she couldn't stand it if she had to
contend, day in and day out, with the kinds of

close and, as she put it, "so-called supportive"
families some of the others had. Reflecting the
facilitator's comments, she concluded that no one
needed that kind of family:
You know, whenyou thinkaboutit, if I hadhad
to dealwithhis familydayin anddayout andall,
I mighthavejust given up on John by now. No
one needs that on top of everythingelse. If I
knowthem, theywouldhavefallenapart[if they
had takenover caregiving]and Johnwouldhave
been in a nursinghome before you could yell
"Tiger."
Comparing her own lack of family contact with
that of another support group participant, Bernice explained in a home interview, "I'm blessed
with that because I, you know, I answer to no
one. You know, there's no one here telling me
what to do." As such, Bernice suggested that, for
some sides of caregiving, a "responsible" family
might be an unresponsive one.
What we find in these contrasting comments
and sentiments about family contact, support,
and responsibility is that their practical meaning
to those concerned is issue-contingent. It was not
that Bernice was being contradictory or providing
uncodeable testimony. Rather, her personal
responses and group contributions showed continual evidence of having an "it depends" quality.
A survey of opinion would not have readily
discerned the complication. Qualitative analysis
provided empirical reason to believe that, depending on the issue, "responsible" families could be
both nonsupportive and desirable.
FAMILY
HISTORY
While it has been shown that the relationship between felt burden and the decision to seek institutionalization for an Alzheimer's patient is less
related to the degree of impairment than it is to
social support and family caregiving roles, the
quality of the latter has been given only cursory
attention. Researchers have distinguished network
configurations and kinds of family caregiving
roles (husbands versus wives, adult children versus spouses, the unmarried versus the married) for
their comparative responsibility and effectiveness.
But the comparisons have been rather static,
matching particular roles with functional effectiveness. In this section and the one following,
complications of family history and kinship
priority are addressed in further consideration of
the interpretive heterogeneity of caregivers.
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As far as family history is concerned,it was
evident in what caregiversshared and reported
that familiesenteredinto the caregivingsideof the
Alzheimer'sdiseaseexperiencein accordancewith
past habitsand expectations.Familyhistoryconfoundedthe ingredientsof positivecaregiverfunctioning, making it difficult to draw straightforward conclusions about, say, the childless unmarriedas opposed to the childlessmarriedregardingeffectivecaregiving.
Consider the distinct qualities of ostensibly
comparablefamilial networks and roles when
family history is taken into account. In sharing
with each other what their familieswere like as
responsible kindred, caregivers frequently
described their kin in terms of what I'll call
"family types." Family types are a common
usage, two types being the "black sheep" of the
familyand the family "favorite."Theirusageby
caregiverswas of more than anecdotalinterest,
for their individualapplicationas recognizable,
sharedcategoriesprovidedan importantmeansof
explainingsimilaritiesand differencesin the caregiving experience. Family types were part of
nativereasoning,used to explain,say, why identical formalkinshipbonds with a patientfigured
differentlyin the commitmentof caregiving.
Take two wives of Alzheimer's patients,
MamieKleinand Kate Johnson. In their support
group, they frequentlyspoke of how similartheir
circumstanceswere. Both had marriedtheir current spouseslate in life, after previousmarriages
had endedwiththe husbands'deaths.Neitherhad
bornechildrenof her own, but both currenthusbands, now Alzheimer's victims, had children
from previousmarriages.In both cases, the husband'sadultchildrenand husband'ssiblingslived
in the samecity, manynearby.All in all, as compared with other support group participants,
Mamieand Katehad a surfeitof availablefamily
linkages.
Accordingto both Mamieand Kate,it was evident that the two families, by and large, were
friendly.Mamieput it this way:
They'rea real big gang, those Kleinsare. They
get togethera coupletimesa yearfor a big bash.
They'realwaysat each other'splacesand doing
for each other. One big fat family, you might
say.

Likewise,Kate describedher kindred,the Johnsons, as "all over town and really a very close
family."

The similaritybelieda certaindistinctionpertinentto the issueof familyresponsibility:a history
of different relations their respectivehusbands
had with otherwise comparable families. The
similaritystopped short of the different family
types their husbands represented.It was well
known in Mamie's supportgroup that her husband, Jake, was the family'sblacksheep-someone who, accordingto Mamie, "alwayshad his
own ideas about things and went off and did
things none of the others were braveenough to
do." All participantshad heardmore than once
of how Jake had reapedthe unfortunateconsequences of this family status, how he was consideredhaughtyand too politicalby his siblings,
even.his own children,and how he was isolated
and ignored. Kate, in contrast,marveledat how
indulgenther husband's, Keith's, siblings were,
and at how theytook an activeinterestin his care,
never ceasingto offer help. While Kate did not
specifywhetherKeithwas the familyfavorite,she
often noted that "they reallythink the world of
their brother."
Both Mamie and Kate embedded their accounts of kin relationsin family history. While
Mamierecollecteda detailedpast of sourcontacts
with the Kleinfamily, Katewent into equaldetail
about the Johnsonfamily'straditionof support.
Just as Mamiepointed out how Jake's being the
family's black sheep affected her from the very
beginningof her marriageto Jake, Katereported
the many times past she had been grateful for
Keith'sfamily'shelp and friendship.
Onemightconcludefromthe comparisonthat,
subjectivelyat least, Mamie had an existingbut
personallyineffectivefamily networkwhile Kate
had a supportive one. This would serve to
separatethe concept of network from network
costs and benefits. It would ostensibly make
Mamie's family relationsmore like Betty's, for
example-a caregiverwho was an only child and
whose husband'ssiblingshad passed away years
before the onset of his dementia. Betty and
Donald, her husband,had no familyto speakof.
According to Betty, she was on her own and
"makingdo as long as I can." In contrastto Kate,
neitherBetty nor Mamiehad an effective family
supportsystemandwouldbe expectedto be prime
candidatesfor the stress believedto result from
the burdensof caringfor a dementedpatienton
one's own.
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However, careful attention to the diverse
qualities that family history brings to the caregiving experience suggests that the similarity would
be forced. While Mamie and Jake were virtual
family isolates, Mamie's long-time, deep resentment of the way her husband had been labeled
and treated by his family had generated an equally
deep resolve to "go it alone," as she was in the
habit of saying. She had indicated that she had
always felt like an outsider in that family-her
personal counterpart to Jake's status as black
sheep.
Support group participants encountered an
anger in Mamie that many believed fueled her
determination not to put Jake in a nursing home.
A support group facilitator once made the following observations, half didactically and half in jest,
playing on the black-sheep theme:
I hearyouranger,Mamie,and I can see how it's
just builtup overthe years.You surearethe outsider.Thatsortof thingis a long timein coming,
though, and you can't changeit overnight,if at
all. I guesswe all haveto live withourpasts.But,
you know, there'sa brightside, too. I mean if
you can't say much else for the family at least
you can say that they've kept you mad enough
overthe yearsto keepon fighting.And thatain't
all bad for an outsider ...

or a black sheep.

Irv, a caregiving husband, commented on the observation, also somewhat in jest, as he informed
Betty, "Now don't you wish you had a black
sheep in the family to keep you going?" The
chuckles all around were sobered when Betty responded:
That'snot so funny as you think, Irv, becauseI
reallydon't have anyoneto turnto. All I've got
to thinkof day after day is what'shappeningto
me and what'shappeningto him [herhusband].
That'sit.
A consideration of family history offers a
lesson about past and current categories of experiences in relation to family differentiation in
caregiving. It informs us that people have their
own ways of assigning meaning to parts of everyday life. They partition and assemble their lives on
their own terms, against their pasts, in ways that
might be at odds with the categories we might, as
social researchers, use to analyze their contemporary experience. In Mamie's case, qualitative
analysis presented the positive consequence of a
tradition of negative family relations: a long-term
lack of social support from a network of kindred
was combined with a determination to obviate the

network in successful caregiving. Mamie was
determined not to institutionalize her husband,
but for a reason different from what her contemporary categorization as either support-systempoor or support-system-rich might suggest.
KINSHIP PRIORITY

Another interpretive complication bearing on the
heterogeneity of family caregiving is the dynamics
of kinship priority, along with its shifting sense of
responsibility. The complication centers on the
configuration of family roles that any one
member has with others. A wife is often also a
mother and a sibling; an adult child may be a
parent in his or her own right, as well as a sibling.
When a family crisis occurs that has the potential
of attracting the concern of diverse family
members, the question of responsibility hinges on
how the varied role relationships in one's configuration of roles are assigned priority. In the
matter of caring for an elderly victim of
Alzheimer's disease, the issue of who the caregiver
is, or caregivers are, may require a decision about,
say, whether one is an adult child to one's parents
first or a parent to one's children before all.
The research literature in this area does speak
to the issue, but again in a rather static fashion.
Shanas's (1979a, 1979b) survey data suggest that a
"principle of substitution" determines caregiver
selection, with kinship priority operating according to formal familial distance from the member
concerned. For example, when a married husband
with adult children is stricken, chances are that
the primary caregiver will become his wife. If the
wife is unavailable, the children will step in next,
and so on.
One problem with the principle is that it is a
theoretical construct culled from survey data, the
analysis of which is most sensitive to statistical
variations that may or may not be substantively
significant. While such data are suggestive of
social organization, they do not bring us face to
face with it. If a principle of substitution indeed
statistically organizes kinship priority and responsibility, it tells us little or nothing about what it
means in practice. Another problem is one raised
by Johnson and Catalano (1981: 611), who state
that the principle may be too optimistic. They
challenge the assumption that one source of support is enough. We might add that the challenge is
much broader. If a principle of substitution
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operates, a good deal of activity must occur to
sort out and align its raw material-who should
care for what or whom and why-which pertains
not only to informal kindred but to the sense of
familism with others (Gubrium, 1987). Kindred
not only must assign their caregiving responsibility in serial fashion, if in fact this happens, but
must also articulate its rationale against many
challenges, four of which are focal in this paper.
Qualitative analysis provided a means of gaining access to the raw material. The support groups
studied, in particular, virtually displayed the
dynamics of discernment that construct kinship
priority, showing evidence that discernment was
far from an automatic matter of substitution. All
participants, of course, did recognize a version of
the substitution concept, for they regularly spoke
of "what would happen if" an existing primary
caregiver, usually themselves, were to become ill
or unavailable. Who would then "take over?"
But it was not something separate from social
issue contingency,
and the
comparison,
cognizance of family history. Nor was it something settled once and for all by the actual
presence of the patient in a "priority" household.
While a family might have emulated the principle
of substitution in the household placement of the
patient, it did not necessarily mean that judgments of effective caregiving or proper filial responsibility followed (cf. Gubrium and Holstein,
1987).
For some, the fact that an adult child, such as
Lydia, devoted so much time to her demented and
widowed mother's care despite having a family of
her own, showed filial responsibility. It was the
appropriate thing to do, given the unavailability
of a caregiving husband. But, for others, the
devotion came at the expense of Lydia's own husband and children, something that could be taken
too far and should rightly be balanced against
other family priorities. As such, kinship priority
was as much a question of how to figure competing familial responsibilities and allegiances as it
was a principle of substitution operating between
someone dependent and a fund of possible family
caregivers.
Support group participants regularly shared
their concerns over how the burden of care was
affecting their relations with others. For many,
what "others" meant was formal kindred. For
some, it meant close friends and confidants. The
diversity went well beyond the primary formal
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familial horizons of the principle of substitution.
Whoever others were, there was almost always a
contending familial component of sorts in the
balance, whether that was a felt responsibility to
formal kindred other than the patient or responsibility to those believed to be equally real quasi-kin
(Gubrium and Buckholdt, 1982).
Describing the impact of caregiving on relations with a long-time, best friend, a nevermarried adult child, Gilda, who served as her
demented mother's caregiver, explained:
June's my best friend and like a sister to me.
Takingcare of Mothertakes all my time away
from Juneand I feel reallybad aboutit. I know
it's hardon June. It's hardon me! On everyone.
But I haveto thinkof Mothertoo. I guessit's the
rightthing to do. Some of them [supportgroup
participants]say it isn't fair to me and that the
rest of the family [her marriedsiblings]should
do its part. SometimesI wonderwho'lltake care
of Motherif my own healthstartsto go haywire.
It was evident in this caregiver's comments, and
certainly clear in related support group proceedings, that feelings of responsibility informed a
common concern with family caregiving. One
thing that being family meant was being responsible to members. It was evident, too, that a concept of substitution framed questions about the
limits and dilemmas of family responsibility, of
how much one could do, who should do it, how
long one would last, and who would take over
afterward. But the concern over who would, or
should, substitute for whom, together with
related sentiments, was a matter of opinion and
debate, just as evident in its repeated discussion in
the support groups in general as it was present in
Gilda's comments.
In application to caregiving and formal kindred, the principle of substitution deemphasizes
the place of quasi-kin and unrelated significant
others in the interpretation of responsibility. As
was evident in Gilda's attempt to balance the
responsibilities of being kin and quasi-kinship,
Burnley (1987) has suggested that the kinship
priority problem is not the exclusive property of
the married but is experienced by singles too. The
lack of formal marital and parental bonds of
one's own may be used against singles who, according to Burnley, risk being cast as filially irresponsible if they dare to equate their concern
for the competing sentimental priorities of intimate friendship with obligations to spouses and
children.
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CONCLUSION

Field data and qualitative analysis show that family responsibility and caregiving are not only sensitive to interpretation but subject to continuous
review. It is evident that an interpretation by any
one caregiver or family member is tied to others,
which suggests a limitation of individual measurement. Moreover, what it means to effect family
responsibility is articulated against the possible
things it once did, or could, mean to those concerned.
It is important to note that the lessons of
qualitative analysis are not a plea for anecdotal
usage. Qualitative analysis emphasizes the same
general categories of human experience as other
forms of study. Its lessons derive from the aim of
being sensitive to the diverse ways in which commonplace categories can be construed and
assembled. Each case, while unique in a certain
respect, is a product of the general social operations-the dynamics-of understanding. Each
case is an ensemble of what Alzheimer's
caregivers take their experiential particulars to depend on, four considerations of which are social
comparison, issue contingency, family history,
and kinship priority.
Qualitative analysis has a bearing on intervention. As far as the Alzheimer's disease caregiving
experience is concerned, it informs us of the need
to take into account not only what the social side
of caregiver functioning impresses on the experience, such as how family support networks
make a difference in felt burden, but how the
social side is meaningfully articulated in practice.
It suggests that those concerned not be taken as
passive by-products of the social factors, but seen
as continuously learning the possible meanings of
their experiences, bringing a wide range of individual interpretations of social relations and effectiveness to our attention.
In one sense, qualitative analysis offers what
working service providers have always at least
tacitly known, that is, the importance of the case
as a unit of analysis. The relevance of the case,
however, is understood to be what its particular
ensemble distills out of qualities and processes
general to all, not uniqueness as such. While, in a
certain respect, service providers must treat the
particulars of each case as belonging to it alone so
as to facilitate concrete intervention or casework,
at the same time the field data have shown that

the character of individual cases is understandable
only in terms of general principles of human action-among them, social comparison, issue contingency, family history, and priority.
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